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From the Editor’s desk…
When I announced to the team that we would be conducting Sanmartini this year,
it was a mixed reaction – joy and worry. Worry that given the huge pile of work and
commitments we had on our plates, would it be possible to conduct it well? Should
we look at fewer competitions? Joy that it is back – given that we had given a break
in 2017. It’s after all a huge event that people look forward to!
Don’t know with what data or guts I said it – but I said that ‘let’s make it bigger and
better’. ‘We’ll do it’. I therefore would like to use this opportunity to acknowledge
the support that many gave in conducting the events. I’m naming a few here, but
there are many more behind the scenes.
Firstly, Sai Rameshwari who took the brunt of my pressure. Sai was made to coordinate
with the teams. That by itself is time consuming. She also ably supported me in identifying the games.
Conceptualisation is a huge challenge in Sanmartini and this year I had brought back Cricket Medley – a
favourite of people in the first edition. Conducting Cricket Medley is equivalent to conducting three quizzes
– the work involved is that much! During the same period we were launching ‘Ethically Ours’, a new
initiative on internalization of Ethics. There again, it was a challenge to structure the
sessions in a manner that the involvement of participants is high. While I had
ideas, I needed a person who could examine them, study alternatives, present
the different versions and help in putting them together. Sai’s help in these
two were immense. A huge thanks to her.
Venkatesh, Sai and Harini took charge of the venue and with the
support of Rajini and his team, the execution was smooth. For the
first time, I did not even turn to that area, and I’m so happy that
everyone appreciated the professional approach. Credit to them.
Harini was the MC on stage for two events (her first time) and did
a commendable job.
Venkatesh stepped in for me in the nth hour a couple times
and it was valuable for the conduct of the event. Thank you
Venkatesh.
Ramadevi is my Rock of Gibraltar, a person I turn to in the last
minute for getting things done! Be it Sanmartini or GAD or
any Event – my creative adrenalin flows in the last minute and
I bounce off ideas with Rama and she gets in done. This time
too, I went to her in the last minute with requirements of videos,
visuals etc. Rama, as expected, delivered. Thanks Rama.

Shilpa chipped in the midst of her multiple pressures. Her regret possibly was that she could not do more
this year!
The team coordinators were an enthusiastic group. I wish to particularly mention Prabhakaran of Midas and
Felix of Nyx who have worked very hard to put the team together. They, with their captains, struggled hard
to get people to come out of their desks and participate. In most cases, their persuasion and perseverance
was successful.
Judges – it’s not a routine thank you to them. I reached out to them in the last minute. As usual there were
changes. Each one of them participated enthusiastically. They interacted with the participants, particularly
the youngsters, encouraged them and enjoyed the event. Thank you all.
I mentioned this at Sanmartini’s final day – my pick of the season was Nyx, followed by Rhea. Poseidon’s
enthusiasm was infectious. I’m sure that in the next edition, these teams will give the current and past
champions a tough time. More competition, more talent and more fun!
After reading the articles that participants have written in this issue, I can’t help but feel happy and proud
that the multiple objectives and spirit of Sanmartini have been served well.
Thank you all for making this edition of Sanmartini a memorable one.
We look forward to the next one, wherein I hope there will be more scope for many to exhibit their mettle.
We will promise you more surprises, loads of scope for teamwork and fun.
Good luck and God Bless!



Sanmartini 2018 - Events at a glance
24-Aug-2018

All Roads Lead to Rome

A variety entertainment event testing the
participants’ creativity and presentation skills

4-Sep-2018

Talk it Through

Debate of a different kind

15-Sep-2018

Cricket Medley

A medley of games testing knowledge and skill

Convince Me

6 different events testing the presentation skills of the
participants

2-Nov-2018

Biz-Buzz

Business Quiz

Team
Name

Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

ARLR
		

Talk it
Through

Cricket Convince
Medley
Me

26-Oct-2018
2-Nov-2018

Socrates		

Event 5

Total

BizzBuzz

85

335

Apollo			

255

255

Nyx

200

25

450

40

715

Midas

330

85

200

765

1780

Atlas

450

80

Rhea		

250

Event 4

275

Zeus			
Poseidon

75

50

400
300

1085

1615

125

700

100

100

200		

40

365
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Participants
Prelims
133

Finals
52

Topic - Managing change given the changing
expectations of stakeholders.
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Harsh Moondra, Team Poseidon

“All roads lead to Home”
This is the first time I participated in Sanmartini, in my
3 years at Sanmar. It definitely was a memorable one. I
had the best time during the practice sessions and the
rehearsals for ‘All roads lead to Rome’. I got to meet new
people and share my thoughts with them.
The people I knew to be as only engineers had become
scriptwriters, lyricists, actors, choreographers and what
not? It was a great learning experience and was wonderful
to see them showcase their talents. I came across some
really talented actors. Though there were many of them, I
was really impressed by one person from Team Atlas, who
played the role of a foreigner. He did an excellent job.

S Praveen Kumar, Team Atlas

3

I would like to thank our guides and mentors for helping
us shape up the play. The effort that we, as a team, had
put together is definitely commendable. By the time the
event came to an end, we all felt like one family, that I
would now like to personally call the event ‘All roads lead
to Home’.
M Preetham, Team Midas
K Giftson Sam Jebaraj Howie, Team Midas
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Team Atlas

2

Team Midas

3

Team Nyx

“The people I knew to be as only engineers had become scriptwriters, lyricists, actors, choreographers and what not?”



“Even simplicity can work wonders”
When I joined SANMAR as a GET in 2016, I had
heard quite a lot about SANMARTINI. I was extremely
excited to participate in the event, but sadly it didn’t take
place in 2017. I was surprised when I came to know of
SANMARTINI taking place in 2018. Our team, led by
Ramanjan Ganguly, consisting of me, Sundeep Kumar
and Abhaas Agarwal decided to take part in All Roads
Lead to Rome and perform a small comical skit.
We had no time to prepare being busy with the ongoing
tours, thus reaching Chennai just a day before the event.
We thought it would be best if the storyline was based
on our daily lives and everyone could relate to it. So,
it was decided after much deliberation, that we would
showcase our daily encounters with our customers in a
humorous way.
I took up 2 roles – one of a Sales Engineer and the other
as Head of Sales. Our play focussed on how a Managing
Director turned from a dictator to a leader. The journey
of an MD and the problems faced by the Sales Engineers
with their customers; also the unnecessary pent up
frustration of the employees due to the dictatorial nature
of the MD was highlighted. When the MD was sent to



meet the customer, this encounter changed his life, thus
transforming him to a leader.
We already had least expectations given the time we had
for practice. This curve reached the negative side, when
we saw all the performances before us comprising of
dance, drama, music, usage of props. Not to forget the
amazing acts they had prepared. Well, to say the least,
we were scared hoping not to get scarred in the process.
Conquering our fears and nervousness, we decided to
just go for it. After the performance, the reaction of
the viewers, the amount of respect and appreciation we
received made me believe that even simplicity can work
wonders sometime.
The performances were followed by prize distribution.
The prizes for the winner, first runner up and second
runner up were given away. So, we decided to leave and
go out somewhere as we were not expecting anything.
But, Samson made us wait. It was his and only his belief
that we would be appreciated with a prize of some sort.
To my surprise, his belief came true and I was awarded
with the ‘Best Actor Award’.
Harsh Moondra, Team Poseidon

Staying energized to lead
The SETL train until not long ago
Chugged on merrily without much ado
Steered by a Captain & manned by hands
It could tide over rough terrain or desert sands.
This train, the customers were eager to receive
For it delivered goods that gave them reprieve
When confronted with issues, they would flag this train
Knowing well its men could relieve their pain.
Who were these men you may ask
Who seemed to have mastered every art
Of pleasing customers and management as well
While getting competition, condemned to hell.
This train was like any other, just to see
But carried the best of armoury
Its engine powered by time-tested processes
So decisions could be taken sans hierarchical access.
Its men who sold their wares did know
Where theirs was solid and competitor’s hollow
And when it came to mending their wares
They would roll up their sleeves and get to repairs.

When equipment uptime was customers’ calling
These men were never seen to be failing
Marketing Services had its job cut out
Queries in today, next day replies out.
Project Marketing had OEMs in their palms
And could work with Consultants without any qualms
As our Plant churned out products master class
There was never a doubt their quality would pass.
That conviction extended to QC as well
Who could of standards, as the back of their hand tel
Passion and commitment this train exuded
As it brought in the moolah, the shareholders lauded.
Fast forward to today, the rules have changed
Where the world is virtual and decisions are made
Based on e-tenders, reverse auctions and e-mails galore
The demands on today’s boys are infinite and more.
Notwithstanding, our youngsters are raring to go
They pitch for the impossible to exceed goals,
To keep them notches ahead is the mentor’s role
For the position they need to take, is the pole.
As we to these safe hands, pass on the baton
With a sense of purpose and of passion
To make their eyes to see and souls to soar
Keeping Integrity with Excellence as the core.
KR Mohan, Team Midas

“Conquering our fears and nervousness, we decided to just go for it.”



“A dream come true”

Talk it Through
Participants
Prelims
199

Semi-Finals
32

Finals
12

Topic
Prelims

Attitude is the new
measure of success, not
the outcome.
Semi-finals Peer pressure causes more
harm than good.
Flexibility and control
cannot co-exist in the
workplace.
Finals
I would rather be a
follower than a leader.

“A make or break event”
Having failed to win a prize in ‘Talk it Through’,
in previous four attempts, this was a make or break
event for me. Qualification for finals was on the
expected lines, but the competition in the finals
was very tough. All finalists were well prepared and
delivered the content well. Participants’ ability to
answer questions from judges made the difference.
J Srinivasan Rangan, Team Socrates



Participating for the first time and winning the coveted
‘Talk it Through’ along with my teammate was like
a dream come true. Sporting the vibrant red jersey
and entering the huge auditorium, gave us immense
confidence and I heard a voice in me encouraging “I
can, I will”.
While waiting for my turn to present my case, I was
awestruck by the ideas presented by the competitors
and from them, I learnt new ways to present a speech.
It was my turn to speak and when I stood in front
of the audience with the lectern between us, a surge
of confidence developed in me and that was when I
realised, “Yes, I will make it”.
We were very happy to know that both the teams
from Rhea entered the finals, a record indeed. Team
Rhea was very confident that at least one of the two
teams will bring back home winning points. When
the results were announced, my teammate and I were
so happy that “We made it” and were bringing home
the coveted trophy.
This achievement would not have happened without
the guidance of our mentors, our peer GETs who
patiently listened to us umpteen number of times and
corrected our mistakes and also my family members
who helped me throughout. I also thank The Sanmar
Group for giving me this wonderful opportunity.
Kausika Raajan V, Abhishek Singh, Team Rhea

“Dejavu moment”

1

Team Rhea

2

Team Socrates

3

Team Midas

This year’s ‘Talk it Through’ was closely contested
in both semi-finals and finals. It was a dejavu
moment for me particularly. The team won
second prize and I won the Best speaker
award, a repetition of ‘Convince Me’ in 2014.
Sanmartini is always a confidence booster
and look forward for more in the future.
J Ragunath, Team Socrates

“Adroit, the spirit of Sanmartini”
“Variety is the spice of life” and similarly Sanmartini
is a blend of interesting variety of games to make the
events more vivid.
As ‘Talk it Through’ was the second event, we didn’t
feel peer pressure to fill the scoreboard, but when we
took the seat we could realise the enthusiasm and
expectation of our teammates and audience. Our team
used the strategy to constructively criticise the opponent
at right timing with mixture of control and aggression,
handled adroitly to tie the opponents and we believe
this strategy worked out in our case.
Our team’s mentor, Bala sir usually insists, it is not
about winning; it is all about how we approach or deal
with the situation and his advice constantly motivated
us to perform better.
Our Team coordinator Prabhakaran and Sreekanth
encouraged our fellow mates, throughout the events
and ensured team MIDAS was always in the forefront.
S. Harisudhan, Team Midas

“Variety is the spice of life and similarly Sanmartini is a blend of interesting variety of games.”
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J Raghunath, Team Socrates

2

“A stage to do away with fear”
The semi finals topic given to me was “Flexibility and control
cannot co-exist in workplace” and I had to speak ‘for’ the
topic. Even though I was given the topic a couple of days
before, I felt nervous after seeing the auditorium with
about 100 people. Sitting on stage, my mind was infirm to
focus on a single thing but, numerous thoughts rattled me
continuously. Then I went blank, like I had no idea about
anything. I pictured myself standing in front of the mike and
speaking. I had a glass of water, took a deep breath and closed
my eyes for 30 seconds. Then I soon realised that it was my
turn next and again I was frightened. But the moment I
started my speech, everything went on well as per my plan.
I was able to spontaneously answer the judges’ questions
confidently, after hearing loud cheers from the audience for
my speech. The confidence that I had gained after my semifinals helped me to meet the finals head-on.
M Krishna, Team Midas

3

Amrinder Singh, Team Poseidon

S Thangavel, Team Atlas

10

Talk it Through

“Winning and losing made me learn a lot.”
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Cricket Medley
Participants
Prelims
327

Finals
66

Topic
Prelims - Aptitude Test
Finals - 22 different innings

“Fun filled event”
I enjoyed the most on the day of ‘Cricket Medley’.
I was very happy to be a part of this fun filled event.
I had learnt a lot on business by being a part of ‘BizBuzz’. I was an avid viewer of ‘Convince Me’ too.
I felt Team Rhea had put in their best efforts;
hopefully we will win the trophy next year. I take
this as an opportunity to thank the management for
conducting such a wonderful event and thanks to
all teams for making the event more interesting and
exciting.
Aravindh C, Team Rhea
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“Moral victory of sorts”
From not knowing what the event is all about to
motivating employees in and across branches to
participate in the event - that is a kind of change
that an event like Sanmartini can bring within an
individual. Being the Vice captain of Poseidon, I was
exposed to a platform to anchor and be responsible
for the success of my team. Winning and losing made
me learn a lot.
Not only is the event interesting, but it also helps
in internal grooming of an individual and gives us
a chance to think out of our regular preoccupations
once a year. From setting the stage on fire in ‘All
Roads Lead to Rome’ to winning ‘Cricket Medley’
to participating in all possible events with the limited
resources - it was a cherishable journey indeed.
We lost the event, but the kind of appreciation
received for our enthusiasm gave us something to take
back home - Moral victory. We are thankful to our
management for organising an event where we not
only compete with other teams to win, but we also
compete with ourselves to contribute to the team’s
interest. Team Poseidon is all set to come harder in
Sanmartini – 2019.
Ramanjan Ganguly, Team Poseidon

1

Team Midas

2

Team Rhea

3

Team Poseidon

“Captaincy played a vital role in selecting the batsmen, bowlers and wicket keeper.”
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“Team management was the key”

“It never failed to amaze me”

I represented Team Midas in two events (Cricket medley
and All Roads Lead to Rome) this year. My experience
in both the events was fantastic as the games that were
organised were not only to entertain the participants
and the audience, but also to ensure that people develop
the necessary business skills to compete in the work
environment.

Year after year, Sanmartini is a much awaited event and a
much needed distraction from regular work. However, after
many people had talked about it, I had high expectations
and it was really amazing.

‘Cricket Medley’ was an event where none of the
participants knew what would happen until we went up on
stage. With specific rules and limitations in participation,
the game involved timely selection of the participants,
understanding their key strengths and quick responding
to compete. Team management was the key in the events
involving all 7 players.
Captaincy played a vital role in selecting the batsmen,
bowlers and wicket keeper. In a nutshell, the event had
become more interesting and challenging over the years
and participants are finding it extremely enjoyable to take
part in the events out of our office routines and giving
our best to win the championship trophy. Team effort has
fetched us good results with the winner title this year and
we hope the momentum continues in the near future to
retain the championship trophy. Thank you for giving us
an opportunity to express our happy moments.
R Rajevan, Team Midas
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There were a lot of events, the most favourite for me being
‘Cricket Medley’ which just blew my mind. It had different
genres on stage. It tested the sharpness of mind and body,
also coordination with the other teammates.
This was mind boggling as it also had management
related topics, though certain games did not involve my
participation, there were a lot of things that I took back,
the major one being the expansion of abbreviations.
There was suspense till the end of the event till the
winners were declared. Our minds went from confusion
to disappointment to ecstasy within seconds, and it was
unlike anything I had ever experienced before. Being a
first time participant, it never failed to amaze me. I await
the surprises that Sanmartini has to offer next year.
V Abhilash, Team Midas

1

Team Nyx

Participants
Prelims
144

Finals
90

Topic

2

Team Atlas

3

Team Socrates

1. Increasing Employee Engagement of the Young Workforce
2. The key qualities of a leader to be successful in Sanmar
3. On the spot – Just a Minute
4. On the spot – Ethically Ours
5. On the spot – Showcasing Competency
6. On the spot – Scenario Building

“An event to showcase hidden/forgotten talents”
Sanmartini 2018 was my first ever at SANMAR. I was
neither sure about what to expect from it nor about what I
was going to add to my team. I was initially concerned about
participating but, I was encouraged by my peers. As the tagline
says, ‘A Cocktail of explosive Games’, I had a mind blowing
experience. It is an event where you showcase your hidden or
forgotten talents to the entire group. After I participated in
‘Talk it Through’ (even though I didn’t win), I was identified
and recognised by almost everyone in SMML, which gave me
a boost to participate in the upcoming events. I met talented
people; it helped me improve in the areas where I lacked to
spring back and showcase my potential to make Nyx, the
champion of Sanmartini 2019.
Suresh M, Team Nyx

1

2

2

K Jithin Raj, Team Socrates

Kathiravan AS, Team Nyx

S Dominic Felix, Team Nyx

3

Suresh M, Team Nyx
“It is an event where you showcase your hidden or forgotten talents to the entire group.”
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Hari S, Team Atlas
15

Team Atlas

1

“An opportunity for self analysis and
self realisation”
It is not very often that I participate in events like
debate and presentations. I joined The Sanmar Group
about two and a half years ago and had participated
in ‘Talk it Through’ in 2016. Though I couldn’t bag
any prize at that time, I earned something which
is more valuable than that - varied experiences and
learning.

Team Atlas

Team Atlas

2

3

I can say that Sanmartini days are the most formative
days of my career as it shows me the importance
of being in the race, what I’m good at and most
importantly, what is there in store for me to improve
- an opportunity for self analysis and self realisation.
Looking at my peers from other teams, their
perspectives and views provided me the opportunity
to stand in their shoes and see things in other
dimensions.
This year’s Sanmartini has been a true master piece in
every sense, hats off to the organising committee for
selecting wonderful topics. For me, Sanmartini is not
only a great extravaganza where all the great minds
and ideas meet, it is something which breaks the
invisible barriers like ego, cultural and generational
gap, inferiority complex among the colleagues and
bridging the gap which causes everyone to come
together, join their hands to lift the teamspirit.
Sanmartini has played a major role in building me,
from who I was and who I’m now.
Kathiravan A S, Team Nyx

2

1

S Thangavel, Team Atlas
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T Sivaguru, Team Atlas

“A cherished memory for us, always”

“Kindling employees’ talents”

I participated in Sanmartini in the ‘Convince Me’ event. This
was my first experience at Sanmartini after joining Sanmar
as a GET last year and ended up a wonderful one. A team
consisting of my colleague Albar and myself were to make
a presentation on “Increasing employee engagement of the
young workforce”. The topic felt personal and hence motivated
us to come up with many ideas. Senior colleagues helped
us by giving input and improved the content throughout
the process. On the day of the presentation, though a bit
tensed, the friendly atmosphere helped us perform our best.
We received the 3rd prize for the presentation along with
team Atlas and I was given 2nd prize for best speaker. The
Managing Director personally complimented our report
which was a very proud moment for us. After sharing the
success, we were congratulated at our workplace by our
colleagues which will be a happy memory.

This was my first experience in Sanmartini. My
supervisor S Karthikeyan had great trust on my
talents. P Manivannan extended marvellous
support and we practised well before the event. It
was simple and easy to remember the points to be
conveyed in the presentation. With encouragement
from our superiors, we proudly participated in the
event. On the day of the event, I felt very nervous.
But with memories of my family, I calmed down
and did my best. The judges were quite pleased
with our presentation. I would like to thank the
management for conducting such an event and
kindling employees’ talents.

We were once again given the opportunity to present the
topic at the HO. The Managing Directors of the group,
despite their busy schedule, made time to patiently listen to
each and every point that we made and also gave valuable
feedback. It kept us motivated and boosted our confidence
throughout the presentation. They also took time to explain
how these expectations could be met by the combined
efforts of both the organisation and the employees.
This will be a cherished memory for us always. We thank
the management for providing a wonderful platform
for us, the Gen Y employees of Sanmar to express our
expectations and views. We also thank our colleagues for
providing us plenty of time and resources for preparation
and for supporting us during the event.
K Jithin Raj, Team Socrates

3

T Sivaguru, Team Atlas

“A test for perseverence”
Championship was the only thing to yearn for when
it came to Team Midas. Sanmartini started throwing
challenges on the team and it was definitely a test of
perseverance for the whole team.
Having sailed comfortably till the event ‘All Roads
Lead to Rome’, the tides were no longer in our
favour. No reports getting selected for events 1 & 2 in
‘Convince Me’ meant a humongous setback for the
team. Apparently a clean sweep by Team Atlas in the
second round only added up to the pressure on us.
Having not scored any points in ‘Convince Me’ till
round 2, we were in dire need to deliver a scintillating
performance in round 3. It was important to stay on
our feet and hold our nerves and deliver without
carrying any pressure.
Convincing people is probably one of the most
challenging tasks when it comes to communication
and our sales experience supplemented our
performance. A desperate mindset was required
to surmount a whole bunch of talented fellow
mates.
Not securing a prize meant further reducing the
probability of championship and this fact kept
pushing both Santosh and me equally. With
both of us convincing the judges, we secured
second position in the event and gave our team
a comfortable position to pursue further towards
the path of championship.
CD Nivas Kumar, Team Midas

R Jeyalingam, Team Atlas
“It was important to stay on our feet and hold our nerves and deliver without carrying any pressure.”
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“Paves way for continuous learning”

“One of my confidence boosters”

I had participated in ‘Convince Me’ for the first time. It
was more exciting as the topic was given to us only on
the day of the competition. My topic was Treatment of
Direct and Indirect business connections; it was a thought
provoking day and we were given ample time to prepare
the presentation.

Being very outspoken I had participated in various events
in my school and college days, this has always been one of
my confidence boosters. However, competing with teams
consisting of a cocktail of cultures and experiences was
different than usual.

Though we were asked to limit our presentation to the
Sanmar context, creativity was also given importance.
It was ultimately intended for understanding the topic
without ambiguity.
We learnt a lesson that presentations should be completed
within the stipulated time.
Team Rhea won the third place in the event, which was
a moment of happiness. Participation and learning is the
essence of any competition. Sanmartini is one such event
which paves way for continuous learning. Thanks to the
entire Sanmartini event management team.
R Dheenadhayalan, Team Rhea

“A great learning platform”
I had participated in the “Showcasing Competency” event
of ‘Convince Me’. This was my first event this year. My
partner for the event was Midas team maestro - H Karthik.
The event kick-started with a lucky draw to pick the topics
and order. This was particularly exciting and I was hoping
to get an easier topic. All teams presented their topics in a
creative manner. Their presentations were commendable.
The event provided a great learning platform. I met a lot
of people from different business domains of Sanmar. I
learned a lot through the presentations of all my fellow
colleagues who participated in the event. Looking forward
to win the next edition of ‘Convince Me’ @ Sanmartini
2019.

We were competing against 8 teams and many of them had
already had a taste of Sanmartini. Still, hoping for the best
and deciding to do things dedicatedly, we marched ahead.
The topic allotted to us was managing performance - an
apt topic for Sales Engineers. Being on the field with the
customers, winning and losing orders and being evaluated
regularly had given us quite a good idea of what performance
management was and it felt like we were about to speak
what we had already experienced.
This is exactly the motive of ‘Convince Me’ - to present
your views and share opinions in the Sanmar context.
Since we had one and a half hours to prepare, we opted to
go more with images and less with text. Being a member of
the 90’s generation, we also thought of using memes. They
added a sense of humour and also passed on our message
sarcastically.
Flying all the way from Mumbai, Ashish and I least
expected that we would be honoured with the first prize
and would be among the first members of Team Zeus to
do so. There was a lot of delight. Our happiness had no
bounds.
Despite our busy schedule and reluctance to come, Antlin
motivated us and encouraged us to come forward. If not
for him, this achievement would have been a distant
dream. Now, we have got back to our daily routine,
but the joy of participating and winning will always be
there in our hearts until we recreate it next time. Waiting
anxiously for Sanmartini 2019.
Anandpratap Singh, Team Zeus

P Subham Jain, Team Midas

“A test of skill, knowledge and
courage”

3

This being my first stint with Sanmartini, I had
participated in three events. I gained varied experiences in
all these events. All the events were very competitive and
few events really tested our skill, knowledge and courage.
Cricket medley demanded team work in the best spirit.
Unfortunately, our team Nyx missed the podium at the
finish line. We would follow these strategies next year and
make Nyx the team of the year.
M Manibharathi, Team Nyx

Team Rhea
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“Bringing the employees together”
Sanmartini is a word that I had been hearing from my
colleagues ever since I joined Sanmar; they would recount past
tales of the events conducted. However, I had to wait for almost
a year to get a firsthand experience of the awesome phenomenon
that is Sanmartini.
The list of events and rules were announced, team captains and
mentors were selected. The 8 teams are named after Greek Gods
and Goddesses – giving the whole affair a divine feel. We could
participate in a maximum of 3 events, so I entered my name for
‘Cricket Medley’, ‘Business Quiz’ and ‘Convince Me’ as a member
of Team Apollo.
Preliminary rounds were conducted, teams were formed and we
prepared as best as we could, given the fact that we had no clue as
to what we would actually be asked to do on stage. We did some
reading up and plenty of googling, in anticipation.
On the day of ‘Convince Me’ - Event 6, my teammate Zibeon
and I were a bundle of nerves. We were told that we would be
given the topic when we went on stage; 30 seconds to prepare and
then we would have to talk about it for 3 minutes. We somehow
managed to get through our turns. Then it was the agonizing wait
for the results to be announced. You can imagine our shock and
joy when we were announced as the winners. Our team members
were elated.
Sanmartini is an amazing way of bringing the employees together.
It gives an opportunity to showcase talent and also to bring out
hidden potential. There is an atmosphere of fierce yet healthy
rivalry among the teams. Being on stage bolsters confidence levels
and makes you ready to face challenges. Even though there could
be only one winner, everyone who participated went home with
a feeling of satisfaction.
I would like to congratulate and thank the organising team headed
by Mrs Sarada Jagan, for a commendable job in conducting the
events. Participating in Sanmartini was a thoroughly enjoyable
experience that has left me looking forward to participating in
many more Sanmartinis in the years to come.

1

Team Atlas

2

Team Midas

3

Team Apollo

Sofia Shahnawaz, Team Apollo

2

Team Midas

1

Team Atlas

“Even though there could be only one winner, everyone who participated went home with a feeling of satisfaction.”
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“Time to think and learn”
‘How are you feeling?’ isn’t always an easy question to
answer in contemplation of an event. The much awaited
Sanmartini 2018 had left shades of mixed emotions:
Happiness and Sorrow.
Did the cake walk in the Preliminary round of ‘Talk it
Through’ at Mettur leave me overambitious in the SemiFinals at Chennai?
Yes the two minutes of ‘Talk it Through’, was a platform
to pour your vibrant thoughts and not get overwrought.
Lost a valuable opportunity of winning the event and the
Best speaker award.
I was confused between a state of avoiding stage
performances or moving on courageously treating the
failure as a constructive experience.
Manivannan knew that it was time to convince me to
go for the bigger one (‘Convince me’) and reflected an
important lesson in life - after all, I had an occasional
setback. My colleagues were happy to see me back on my
feet after a month’s time, that too presenting before the
Managing Director.
Speaking ad libitum is an art and passion for few. The one
minute on the spot ‘Convince me’ presentation showcased
good public speakers who can speak on any topic under the
sun. Diverse reading and lateral thinking are the strategic
keys for the success of the event in the future.
Hari S, Team Atlas.

1

Team Zeus

2

Team Nyx

3

Team Midas

“Working without ego or inferiority/
superiority complex”
I was very excited about Sanmartini since it was my first
time and was very eager to participate in all events. So I
participated in the Prelims for almost all events. And I was
selected for three events in finals (including Biz-Buzz). It
was a proud moment to represent my team Nyx.

Team Apollo

Sanmartini is an excellent platform to meet up with people
from different locations. It helped me refresh my mind and
enhance my talents. I noticed that everyone was working as
a team without any ego or inferiority/superiority complex.
Sanmartini provides a great opportunity to display our
talents in various forms of art (Drama, Speech, Mind
Games, Communication Skills, Business Knowledge)
irrespective of experience, designation, age etc.

1

Finally, thanks to the organising team for the wonderful
opportunity to showcase my talents.
D Sathya Prakash, Team Nyx
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Team Nyx

3

Team Rhea

2

1

Team Midas

2

Team Midas

3

Team Midas

Participants
Prelims
351

Semi-Finals
68

Finals
12

Topic - Management Trends, Functional
areas, Companies, Personalities,
Entertainment.

“An exhilarating learning experience”

On the day of the event, the aura was overwhelming
with excitement and enthusiasm; it was the final day that
would decide the overall champions. All teams had a shot
at winning and so everyone was actively discussing
and calculating their winning chances.
I was happy to see the level of involvement and
competitiveness that the participants had together with the
common goal of winning. As this was my first corporate
event, I was anxious to know how it was going to be and
how I could contribute to my team.
Fortunately, I am blessed to have a great team, Team Midas
who were very supportive and their positive energy pushed
me to exhibit my potential. My partner for the Biz-Buzz
event was Dhayanand Dheenadhayalan. Although we
had very limited time to prepare for the event, we were
mentored by Sanjay Kumar Guda who provided excellent
training and supporting material which had focussed
content and wide range of information. We had team
sessions for training where we shared our knowledge and
discussed team strategies which helped us gain confidence
and build on our strengths.
The semi-finals for the event saw heavy competition
and involvement from the other teams who were equally
gunning for victory. With the championship as target,
we had to win the semi-finals and proceed to finals.
It was a wonderful experience to be part of the winning
team. It was an exhilarating learning experience from the
beginning. I personally am obliged to thank my partner,
my fellow Midas teammates, our experienced mentors and
supporters who were there to cheer us till the very end.
Without all their support, it couldn’t have been the best
day for me. Looking forward to continue participating
in the forthcoming years and enrich my knowledge and
to experience the same joyous moments in the future. I
thank the Sanmar management for making this possible.
Vineeth Kumar Vooka, Team Midas
“We had team sessions for training where we shared our knowledge and discussed team strategies which helped us
gain confidence and build on our strengths.”
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Sanmartini 2018 Champions - TEAM MIDAS

(L to R): G Sanjay Kumar, K Balasubramanian, H Karthik and R Sreekanth receiving the Sanmartini Championship trophy from Vijay Sankar.

The triumphant Midas team with their Championship trophy.
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“Marvellous Midas and Magnificent
Experience of Mentoring”
Last ball ‘six’! Fresh from hitting, what was in effect, a ‘last ball
six’ to win the coveted trophy in Sanmartini 2018, it is time to
reflect. This year’s victory for Midas was due to a combination
of raw talent, strategic mentoring, undying optimism and
several slices of luck. Raw talent was contributed by the
youthful engineers of FSL and BS&B. Undying optimism
was a major contribution of the HR co-coordinator, Prabakar
(first time at that). Luck favoured the brave – at least this
time around. But, I believe, all this combined with strategic
mentoring (to make use of the available resources) played a
major role in Midas becoming champions.
Campaign against Atlas’ Citadel There is never a dearth
of talent for Midas, hosting as it does, many GETs and
many multi-talented managers, like H Karthik. He got the
ball rolling by putting together the drama for the first event
in record time. Given the hectic travel schedule of the sales
teams and sheer lethargy of getting started, it was a miracle
that the drama came together at all. Creative idea? Check.
Modifications to meet the events goals by mentors? Check.
This event was one where myself and Bala sir sat through
from conception to prize winning. Not just sat through but
pummelled the team with multiple ideas and suggestions until
the director had to put his foot down to allow the team to get
at least one practice run! The end result was coming second
behind the redoubtable Atlas dramatic team. In retrospect,
perhaps the addition of more modes of entertainment might
have helped breach the citadel of Atlas.
Talking the walk The start was positive. The second event
was the debate – one where the GETs have always made their
presence felt. Enthusiastic participation by the latest batch
enabled us to select two good teams. Sadly the second team
did not have time to participate together while one team went
through a regimen of practice until they could come away
with a prize. Finding suitable words to go with the logic was
no easy task for the participants – but with Bala sir’s guidance
and my support this event kept us in the hunt.
Roaring Ahead – Cricket Medley This event was the one
which put Team Midas ahead for the first time. Careful
choice of players for each event again helped Midas – though
the leader could not confer with the team during the events.
Medley began the see-saw battle – with plenty of confusion
on our scores during the variety event. Were we ahead? Were
we last? It was difficult to track. The delight and surprise of
actually breaking through – again in the very last sequence
of events – was given voice to by the team. A roar of getting
ahead and a glimmer of hope that the title would be in Midas’
hands this year.
The near coup-de-grace by Atlas “If we are not pro-active,
we will fall sharply behind” – I warned Prabakar – after taking
the lead in Cricket Medley. The first two events of ‘Convince
Me’ were Atlas’ strength. My fears were well founded with
Atlas smashing through and earning more than 1000 points
to take a 650 point lead. While I had anticipated Atlas to surge
back in this event, the scale of their success and the depths of
our debacle hit us hard. This event was the poorest in terms
of participation and preparation. It was simply impossible to
get the participants to write and submit their thoughts. The

effect was that Midas lagged behind. At this point, it was
the positive discussion within the mentoring team that kept
us going! Careful calculations pointed out the only path to
victory – and the team rose to the challenge.
Staying in the race In the second series of ‘Convince Me’
events, one participant pulled out at the last minute – forcing
me to become an active mentor – by participating. Midas
barely held its own in the two events, but still ended with a
mathematical chance to win. Here again, it was the mentoring,
strategy and training which appear to have done the trick! We
spent two days going through nearly 500-600 questions of all
types. This sharpened the recall of the participants. Bala sir
carefully planned the team compositions to ensure that they
would pull through. Three or more teams out of 35? To reach
the final? Would it happen? The deputy team leader, Sreekanth
never gave up hope – his refrain ‘the boys will do it sir’!
And then – smashing success! And they did! The young
team answered like champions and four of the six teams in
the finals were from Midas. After that there was no looking
back. A glorious finish with a clean sweep helped Midas
snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. The precocious team
members with ample backend support from the mentors had
done it. It was a real nail biter which ended well for us. It
taught me a lesson: to never give up, to always be positive as
a leader and thus, achieve success. Success that has made our
edge sharper – if we are to retain the trophy next year. With
such a great team and experienced guidance, we will believe
Midas will hold on to the trophy!
G Sanjay Kumar, Team Midas

“Lifts up the spirit of youngsters”
In 2013, I had participated in ‘Cricket Medley’ and we had
won the championship. Since then, I did not volunteer to
participate in Sanmartini. But I was nominated as Vice
Captain for team Midas this year. I took this opportunity
and believed that I could lead my team to victory.
Veterans like K Bala, H Karthik and Sanjay gave me enough
courage and confidence. I had participated in ‘All Roads Lead
to Rome’ - as Sreekanth Aachariya, a Loyal Customer and we
bagged second place. We got the much needed momentum
and carried the same to our location.
Though we couldn’t glide through smoothly in ‘Talk it
Through’, we made up in ‘Cricket Medley’ and won the first
place. In ‘Convince Me’, we won the second place.
‘Biz-Buzz’ made me nervous as we were eyeing the trophy
and that was not far off. Only by winning all the three places
can we lift the trophy. Our boys played extremely well and
won us the title. I was the youngest to lift the trophy and this
really lifts up the spirit of all youngsters.
I thank team Midas for their support and the management
for giving me the responsibility as Vice Captain. Credits go
to Prabhakaran - HR co-ordinator, for his overwhelming
support. Overall it was a great learning experience for me
and for my team. We all enjoyed it.
R Sreekanth, Team Midas

“This year’s victory for Midas was due to a combination of raw talent, strategic mentoring, undying optimism
and several slices of luck.”
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Performance Awardees: Standing (L to R): A Sandeep Andrew, K Venkatesan, R Murali, S Sethuraman,
R Muthukumarasamy, U Udhayakumar, K Purushothaman, K Soundramourty, KG Jeyaram, CSR Kamrudeen,
Mohith Balakrishnan, C Sridhar, Ramkumar Shankar, R Balamurugan, Venkata Rama Charan Bhojanapalli, D Arun,
A Sugumar, K Prabu, K Karthikeyan, S Sivakumar, J Sridhar, D Bharathi Vasandhan, K Balasubramanian, A Thinakaran,
G Niranjan Reddy, G Purushothaman.
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Cuddalore

Sitting (L to R): G Manikandan, M Manikandan, P Senthil, M Sankar, E Venugopal, S Arun, N Prakash, G Manikandan
Not present in the picture: C Vijayakumar, D Balasubramanian, SS Suresh, A Muthukumar, D Giridharan

Long Service Awardees:
Standing (L to R): G Purushothaman,
V Gopinath, M Ulaganathan, L Thangaraj,
Mohith Balakrishnan, K Soundramourty,
R Balamurugan, S Vengedesan, R Rajendran,
Ramkumar Shankar, J Sridhar, T Naresh,
K Prabu, A Jaisankar, S Ramesh,
I Manohar, G Niranjan Reddy, P Senthil,
J Kanagaraj, A Sandeep Andrew
Sitting: S Sundararaman, B Ravichandran
Not present in the picture: R Manikandan,
D Balasubramanian, PM Anand,
P Kodisundaram, D Jayaprakash
Guests
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The Sanmar Group Annual Day

Long Service Awardees: Standing (L to R): B Natraj, Preety Kumar, Adit Jain, R Padmanabhan,
Dr Krishna Kumar Rangachari, N Sankar, S Venkatesan, S Sankaran, V Narayanan, Vijay Sankar,
Pradip N Kapadia, MK Sharma, Sanjay Bhandarkar, PS Jayaraman, N Kumar
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- 2018

Long Service Awardees: Standing (L to R): Raju K Davis, V Srinivasan, PL Alagappan, T Muralidharan,
K Chandrasekaran, TS Muralidharan, Hemant S Dave, N Ramamoorthy, K Anandh, L Chirchabesan, N Sabaa
Thanneermalai, K Karnan, M Ponnusamy, N Seshadri, R Srinivasan, K Ramachandran Nair, A Rokkennedy
Sitting: V Narayanan, PS Jayaraman, Pradip N Kapadia, Vijay Sankar, N Sankar, Sanjay Bhandarkar,
Preety Kumar, B Natraj, MK Sharma
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N Sankar commemorated for his milestone 50 years

N Sankar receiving his 50 years Long Service award from V Narayanan, Independent Director,
The Sanmar Group Corporate Board, and N Kumar. Vijay Sankar is also present.

Employees of the year

Clockwise: S Sankaran, Ramkumar Shankar, Dr Krishna Kumar Rangachari and Narayan Sethuramon
receiving their ‘Employee of the year’ awards from N Sankar.
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